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ABSTRACT
There has been a call over the past decade to create a replacement neutron detection
technology for He gas proportional systems1. Following a drastic increase in demand for neutron
detection systems for safeguards purposes, the cost of 3He gas has skyrocketed, to the point where
it has become prohibitively expensive to use it for safeguards applications. As such, efforts to
develop a replacement system has become a major focus for nonproliferation research groups.
Any replacement system must be effective, economically viable, and relatively small. This
project examines a potential replacement neutron detection system that utilizes a lithium doped
zinc sulfide scintillation medium with a moderating material included in the detector geometry.
The proposed design uses alternating concentric layers of scintillation material and
moderating material, coupled to a photo multiplier and light sensor. The moderating material
thermalizes incident neutrons to increase the capture probability in the lithium dopant.
MCNP was used to design and optimize a full-scale detection system utilizing the EJ-426
scintillation layers and acrylic moderating material. These simulations were then coupled with
experimental data obtained from EJ-426 sheets attached directly to a 1-inch Photomultiplier Tube
to design a prototype detection system that could be constructed in the lab. The Mark 1 prototype
system was constructed and characterized to obtain a .1% detection efficiency when exposed to a
252

Cf neutron source. GEANT4 was used to model optical photon transport inside the detector

geometry to compare the theoretical detection efficiency of the prototype system to the measured
detection efficiency. These data will be used to improve future designs of this neutron detection
system.
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Chapter 1
Background on Neutron Detection
The study of radiation detection has expanded dramatically since the discovery that atoms
can emit radiation. The first particles discovered, x-rays, were used by the wealthy elite at parties
to entertain guests with pictures of their hands and other appendages, with few involved realizing
the potentials and dangers these particles held. More than 100 years later, the technical, medical,
and industrial applications of radiation have not been fully realized, but have spread to many
aspects of day to day life. Along with these benefits, such as sterilization and medical imaging,
the study of the instability of atoms has yielded world changing results. Nuclear weapons and
power utilize the release of neutrons and fission of heavy atoms such as uranium and plutonium.
These two applications represent both the ideal peaceful use of nuclear science and radiation, and
the potentially ruinous dangers that can be posed by these applications.
Radiation detection and nuclear safeguards can be used to verify that the material used
for nuclear power is not being deviated for more nefarious purposes, and can be used to find
radioactive material being carried through trafficked areas such as border checkpoints, ports, or
public spaces (i.e stadiums). Generally, detection systems attempt to locate sources of gamma
rays and neutrons, as these particles are highly penetrating and travel a large distance through
different materials. While gamma rays are produced by many sources of Naturally Occurring
Radioactive Material (NORM) and are often innocuous, the majority of neutron emitting material
is used primarily for either nuclear power or nuclear weapon purposes. As such, neutron sources
are an effective indicator that these materials may be being used for illicit purposes.
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1.1 Current State of the Art
Neutron detection poses a technical challenge as neutrons are not charged particles. As
such, their potential interactions in matter are limited and require a secondary interaction to create
a detectable pulse. The most common neutron detection system used today is a 3He filled gas
proportional counter. The helium in this system absorbs a neutron and decays to 1H and 3H, both
of which are charged particles. A current runs through the gas and the particles cause a charge
cascade to occur, which results in a detectable pulse in the counting equipment the tube is
connected to. This, like most capture cross sections, is much higher for neutrons in the thermal
energy regime, having a kinetic energy of around .025 eV. All neutrons, however, when they are
emitted are fast neutrons, having several MeV of energy on average. In order to effectively detect
a neutron in many applications, it must first be thermalized through elastic and inelastic
collisions. Moderation can be achieved with any material a neutron travels through, but is much
more effective with low Z elements such as hydrogen. In most systems, a plastic or water is used
to thermalize neutrons before they reach the detection medium. Moderation leads to neutron
detection systems being large, as a non-trivial amount of moderating material is necessary to
effectively thermalize neutrons, as seen in systems such as radiation portal monitors (RPMs) at
border crossing locations.
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Figure 1-1. Modern Radiation Portal Monitor Checkpoint.

Since 9/11, the demand for 3He based neutron detection systems has skyrocketed, despite
the stagnant production of 3He. This is due in large part to the most common 3He production
process being a byproduct of the nuclear weapons program, and the overall decline in production
of nuclear weapons in the United States. As such, there has been a call to examine and develop
potential replacements for 3He neutron detection systems. In this regard, there have been several
examined types of neutron detectors.

1.1 A) Gas Proportional Counters
As previously mentioned, 3He tubes are gas proportional counters. There have been
efforts to examine different fill gasses for proportional counters, such as boron-10 based systems.
The thermal neutron capture cross section for 10B is still very high, 3840 barns2, but not nearly as
high as 3He’s 5330 barns1. The 10B capture reaction also produces a high-energy gamma that can
cause a second charge cascade and produce false positive counts in a detections system. Another
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downside to gas proportional counters is the information loss that occurs in this system. As these
systems only give counts, the energy information of the neutron is lost as it is thermalized, with
no way for the system to retain the information without performing multiple unfolding
measurements as separate experiments.

Figure 1-2. Gas Proportional Counter Diagram3.

1.1 B) Scintillators
Another method of detecting neutrons involves using scintillation detectors connected to
some photo multiplying medium, often a PMT. In some scintillation detectors, a neutron is
captured by in the scintillation medium and causes the production of a secondary charged
particle, while in others elastic scattering on hydrogen creates charge deposition. This particle
travels through the medium, exciting electrons which produce optical photons as they deexcite. If
an optical photon reaches the photomultiplier, it interacts in the photocathode, creating a
photoelectron cascade, producing a detectable voltage. It is possible to obtain timing information,
such as rise time, pulse width, pulse shape, and other waveform information to determine what
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created the optical photons and with this information one is able to potentially differentiate
different signals from different radiation sources. Scintillation detectors still require a moderating
material, but it is possible to collect energy information from elastic and inelastic neutron
collisions in certain scintillation media, such as liquid organic scintillators.

Figure 1-3. Photomultiplier Tube Diagram4.

1.2 Background of Proposed Detector
This project proposes a neutron detection system using the scintillation method of
detection. The scintillation medium chosen is a lithium fluoride doped zinc sulfide scintillator
produced by Eljen Technologies, the EJ-426. This uses the lithium capture reaction to create an
alpha particle and a triton with a total kinetic energy of 4.8 MeV. This reaction can be seen in
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equation 1.1. The range of each of these products is on the order of microns, meaning a thin layer
of scintillator can convert the energy of these charged particles into scintillation photons.
6
3

3

4

𝐿𝑖 + 1𝑛 → 1𝐻(2.05 𝑀𝑒𝑉 ) + 2𝐻𝑒(2.73 𝑀𝑒𝑉 )

(1.1)

The detector proposed uses several layers of the EJ-426 sheets wrapped around an
optically transparent plastic, acrylic. The efficacy of these scintillation sheets was shown in a
long term project by Pacific Northwest National Lab4. These plastic layers act as both the
moderation medium and the light transport medium, coupling the EJ-426 scintillation sheets to an
attached PMT. This design has been examined in both MCNP and GEANT4, and a prototype
design was created. The goal of this project is to produce a high efficiency fast neutron detection
system that could be used to not only replace 3He based systems, but also offer additional
information that can be used for safeguard purposes when compared to gas proportional counting
systems.

Figure 1-4. CAD Mock-up of Proposed Detection System.
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Chapter 2
MCNP Simulation Efforts
Before a prototype detection system was assembled, the prototype went through several
revisions via simulation efforts in MCNP 6.1.15. MCNP is a code developed by Los Alamos
National Laboratory which focuses on particle transport using Monte Carlo Simulations. The
code has an extensive cross section library, maintained by the lab, and is an export controlled
software.

2.1 Calculations and Theory
The first step for the detector design process is to determine a general material
composition and geometry. For a neutron detection system, one must consider what material can
capture the neutron, and the associated type of detector that material lends itself to. As the
chosen capture material is lithium in a ZnS scintillator, the neutrons have to be thermalized to
increase the probability of neutron capture, and the resulting scintillation light must be
transported to some photo multiplying medium. An optically transparent plastic meets both of
these criteria, as plastics are hydrogen rich materials and an optically transparent media allows
the scintillation photons to travel a greater distance before being absorbed in the medium.
Acrylic (C5O2H8), or plexiglass, is transparent, a plastic, and relatively cheap and easy to produce
in any desirable geometry. It is also widely used in many different fields, so it is very well
characterized, which helps define parameters for simulation efforts.
As moderation, optical, and neutron capture materials were chosen, the geometric layout
of the detection system is considered. How will the scintillation layer, EJ-426, be arranged with
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the plastic? How do we minimize neutron captures in non-scintillation regions, while minimizing
the leakage of the system? How do we couple the different materials in such a way that allows
the photons to be transported to the PMT? What physical drawbacks of the scintillation medium
must be considered? After examining different arrangements, a geometry that answers the
physical considerations needed was determined to be an arrangement of concentric circles, with
alternating layers of scintillator and plastic, as seen in Figure 2-1.

Figure 2-1. Side View (left) and Top View (right) of Detector.

Finally, before simulations can be started, the physical drawbacks of the materials need to
be considered. The scintillator used, EJ-426, absorbs its own scintillation light, due to doping the
ZnS with LiF. This means that the scintillation layer has to be very thin, on the order of tenths of
millimeters, to allow the scintillation light to escape the medium. Additionally, the EJ 426 is sold
in either .3 mm or .6 mm thick sheets, which while it addresses this concern, it limits the potential
geometries that can be considered in simulation and experimental design.
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2.2 MCNP6.1.1 Simulations
MCNP 6.1.1 was used to perform both initial geometry optimization simulations and to
determine the theoretical neutron capture efficiency of both the initial prototype and an
optimized, large detector geometry.

2.2 A) Initial Simulations
While the general geometry of the detector would be decided beforehand, several
geometric components of the detector still needed to be determined, such as the number of layers,
the thickness of each layer, the length of the detector, and the width of the detector.
The first set of simulations determined the optimum width of the detector by placing a
single layer of scintillation medium at different radii in a large cylindrical slab of plastic. A
neutron pencil beam with 2 MeV neutrons was used and the neutrons were fired into a well at the
center of the geometry. The number of captures at each radius was tallied and compiled into
Table 2-1. It was seen that after around 20 cm radius, the number of neutrons captured by the
scintillation media decreases drastically; the neutrons after this point are captured in the plastic
before travelling that far through the detector geometry. The last entry in the table below
includes neutrons captured in a layer of scintillator that surrounds the front face of the detector as
well as at 20 cm radius. The next set of simulations determined the optimum length of the
detector.
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Table 2-1. Alpha Production in Simulated Detector Geometry.
Radius
2.5
5
7.5
10
12.5
15
17.5
20& Cap
Total

L=10cm
L=20cm
L=30cm
Neutrons Captured in Li
Neutrons Captured in Li
Neutrons Captured in Li
20838
24753
24914
28298
34379
34627
25937
32490
32792
18937
24647
24960
12560
16980
17241
7643
10780
11013
4184
5921
6085
16386
12635
12379
134783
162585
164011

2.2 B) First Design and Geometry Choices
Using the information acquired from the initial optimization simulations, a detector
geometry was modeled with the purpose of minimizing neutron leakage and maximizing neutron
captures in the scintillation medium. From Table 2-1, the detector length was chosen to be 20
cm, and the detector width was chosen to be 20 cm radius. When a geometry that was longer
than 20 cm was simulated, the total number of neutrons that were captured in lithium did not
increase significantly. The same result was observed when the radius of the detector increased
past 20 cm. In geometries exceeding these dimensions, fewer neutrons may leak out of the
detector, but are captured in the large volume of hydrogenous material between scintillation
layers. Next, scintillation layers were placed every 1 cm through the detector, and another
simulation placed layers every 2.5 cm. The marginal increases in overall neutron capture are
almost negligible past 20 cm radius. The overall capture efficiency of the system was determined
to be 80% of neutrons emitted from a simulated Cf-252 source entering the geometry captured in
the scintillation medium, with less than 8% leakage and 12% capture in plastic.
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2.3 Prototype Design and Geometry Choices
The last set of the initial simulation tests focused on modelling a producible prototype
geometry, based on material and equipment availability. These restrictions included the size of
available PMTs, the available size of EJ-426’s, the different procurable thicknesses of the EJ-426,
and the optical coupling options available. The largest size of relatively simply obtainable PMT’s
is a 12.7-cm diameter, which served as the limiting width of our prototype detection system. The
maximum size of the EJ-426 sheets is 24cm length by 24cm width, which serves as the limiting
length of the detector. This means the outside layer of the detector is a 5-inch diameter and a 24
cm length. There are four different types of EJ-426 available to customers: .3 mm thick and .6
mm thick with doping options of 1:2 and 1:3 LiF to ZnS. Each of these was tested
experimentally to determine which sheet type has the highest light transmission from neutron
capture scintillation reactions, the results of which can be seen in Chapter 3.
Several number of layers and different configurations were tested. These included using
a scintillation “cap” on the front of the detector and the inclusion of a central “well” that cut
halfway through the detector length, as seen in Figure 2-1. The well serves to allow more
neutrons to scatter into the detector geometry from the first elastic collision. After the neutrons
first collision, it has a roughly equivalent probability of scattering to any angle from the collision.
This in turn means that a neutron that collides with the front face of the detector has a 50%
chance of scattering out of the detector and not have the possibility of being captured in the
scintillation medium. The well allows for many of the neutrons that enter the geometry to scatter
into the body of the detector, versus scattering into the surrounding environment. The results of
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these different configurations can be seen in Table 2-2. This confirms the effectiveness of the
well for both disc and beam sources, and shows the comparative effectiveness of the different
spacing configurations. For the prototype in question, 7 layers with a well was chosen as our
detector geometry, with the thicknesses determined by available acrylic tube thicknesses and
radii. In the table below, the “well” entry geometries have the aforementioned well in the center
of the detector to influence primary neutron scattering, where the “solid” entries do not. The
“cap” entries have a layer of EJ-426 over the front face of the detector to attempt to capture
leaking thermal neutrons, where the “no cap” entries do not.
Table 2-2. Alpha Production in Prototype Detector Geometry.
Efficiency Well Cap Well No Cap Solid cap Solid no cap
Disk
1.36E-01
1.35E-01 1.47E-01
1.46E-01
Beam
2.35E-01
2.36E-01 2.15E-01
2.12E-01
Other Captures
Disk
1.33E-02
Beam
1.13E-02

1.26E-02
1.09E-02

1.38E-02
1.09E-02

1.31E-02
1.03E-02

Leakage
Disk
Beam

7.62E-01
6.35E-01

7.62E-01
6.33E-01

7.47E-01
6.57E-01

7.49E-01
6.58E-01

13.40
32.92

14.08
34.19

14.28
30.12

14.80
31.39

FoM
Disk
Beam

After examining the results from the above table, it can be seen that the configuration
including a well without a layer of EJ-426 covering the front face of the detector is the optimal
configuration for the prototype. While the cap may increase neutron capture efficiency in
lithium, it increases leakage probability when paired with a well in the center of the geometry.
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Chapter 3
Detector Construction and Experiments

3.1 EJ-426 Testing and acrylic testing and results
As previously mentioned in Chapter 2, Section 3, there are four different configurations
of EJ-426 sold by Eljen Technologies. These are .3 mm thick and .6 mm thick sheets, with either
1:3 and 1:2 doping of LiF to ZnS. Each of these sheets have different optical and neutron capture
properties, dependent on the thickness and doping ratio. Generally speaking, a thicker sample
will absorb more neutrons, but less light will be able to escape the scintillator per capture. More
LiF will allow more neutrons to be captured, but shifts the absorption spectra of the scintillator to
overlap with the scintillation wavelength of light. Both of these factors come together to create a
scintillator that loses optical transmission effectiveness as it increases its probability to absorb a
neutron. A small test sheet of each sample was exposed to a californium neutron source, and a
combination of a 60Co and 137Cs gamma sources to test each sample’s neutron and gamma
response. A 2.54-cm Hamamatsu PMT was coupled to the EJ-426 sheet directly and the sheet
was exposed to a 252Cf source, one inch from the face of the EJ-426. The experimental
configuration for these measurements is shown in Figure 3-1. The results of these tests can be
seen in Figure 3-2. From these results, it was determined that .32 mm thick, 1:3 doping ratio had
the highest light response of the available samples and used this as the scintillation medium for
our prototype detection system. The results obtained in this test also influenced the MCNP
simulations described in Chapter 2, Section 3.
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Figure 3-1. Scintillator Sheet Experimental Configuration.

Figure 3-2. EJ-426 Test Results.
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3.2 Construction Background, Processes, and Assembly
With the MCNP simulations complete and the specific scintillation mediums decided
upon, the components for the prototype detector were ordered, treated and assembled into the first
prototype. This system had seven scintillation layers with acrylic sandwiched between each
layer. The acrylic was polished (Figure 3-3) and treated with an optical polishing agent before
the scintillation layers were wrapped around each tube. The scintillators were coupled to the
acrylic using optical grease, and the whole assembly was coupled to a Photonis XP 3540 5 inch
PMT using optical grease. Several layers of reflecting Teflon tape were used to cover the outside
layer of acrylic, and black electrical tape was used to seal the system and keep ambient light from
being picked up in the detector (Figure 3-4). Once the system was powered on using a CAEN
high voltage power supply and connected to a CAEN digitizer and a oscilloscope, initial tests
were performed to confirm that the system was optically sealed. This was done by placing the
system in a dark box, powering it on, and removing it from the dark box while comparing the
signal shown by the digitizer and oscilloscope.
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Figure 3-3. Mark 1 Prototype Assembly
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Figure 3-4. Mark 1 prototype assembly

3.3 Experimental Characterization
Once the detector was shown to be light-tight, several tests were performed using the
aforementioned 137Cs and 252Cf sources from the scintillation sheet experiments. Initially, these
were used to determine an optimal operating voltage and gain for the detection system to be able
to detect interaction events as pulses while discriminating against gamma excitations. The results
of these calibration tests can be seen in Table 3-1, and the operating voltage was set at 1100 V.
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Table 3-1. Mark 1 Detector Voltage Tests
Name
1000V Background
1000V 137Cs Front facing
1000V 137Cs Side facing
1000V 252Cf Flush Front
1100V 252Cf Flush Side
1100V 252Cf 1 inch away side
1100V Background
1100V 252Cf Flush Front
1100V 137Cs Front

Accepted Rejected
30
67
27
67
25
70
6088
501
18817
1185
14073
5929
212
184
14643
5359
201
210

The above table includes “Accepted” pulses and “Rejected” pulses. Not every event that
sends a signal to the PMT is a neutron event, or even a gamma event. There are occurrences that
can cause a single photoelectron cascade, such as a gamma interacting directly with the
photocathode which gives a signal, but is not indicative of an interaction with the detection
medium. The internal “noise” of the PMT can also cause a small pulse, known as the dark
current. The accepted and rejected pulses above refer to pulses that have been analyzed with a
post-processing script, included in Appendix A, to differentiate between an event such as a
neutron capture and the detector noise.
Once the operating parameters of the detection system were determined, several hourlong measurements were taken on the detector using the 252Cf source alone, the 60Co source alone,
and the 137Cs source alone. These sources were placed at different positions around the detector
to determine how directionally dependent the detector is, and to calibrate our post processing
software to be able to accurately discriminate between gamma excitations, neutron capture
events, and dark current excitations based on pulse height analysis of the recorded waveforms.
As each event in question results in a different capture reaction (Compton scattering, scintillation,
self-induced electron cascades, etc.), each reaction should have a different waveform and pulse
amplitude, with the neutron capture reaction having the most discernable pulse height. Examples
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of these different wave forms can be seen in Figure 3-5. To confirm the accuracy of the
discrimination between waveforms, different moderating materials were placed between the
sources and the detectors. Lead bricks were used to decrease the number of gammas that reach
the detector volume, and boron doped polyethylene was used to remove neutrons. Boron acts as a
neutron poison in this case, absorbing thermalized neutrons before they reach the detector
geometry. These results can be seen in Figure 3-6, where bare data set refers to an unmoderated
Cf source, the “pig” data set refers to the source placed into a lead cup 1cm thick (Figure 3-4),
and “pig brick” refers to the source in the lead container with a 20 cm lead brick placed between
the detector and the source (Figure 3-4).

Figure 3-5. Neutron Pulse Waveform.
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Figure 3-6. Moderation Tests.

Figure 3-7. Directionality Tests.
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With the detector sending a signal that is discernable, efficiency measurements were
performed. Each of the sources individually was placed in front of the detector and the responses
were recorded. These recorded measurements were analyzed using the post processing script in
MATLAB, and an initial intrinsic efficiency of .1% was calculated. This is obviously lower than
the neutron capture efficiency value determined from the MCNP simulations. This is because
MCNP does not model optical transport processes, while the detector converts light captured in
the PMT to an electrical signal; these are not 1:1 comparisons. The MCNP efficiency assumes
that all light produced is captured via the PMT and transmits a discernable signal. While this
would make our lives much easier, unfortunately this is not the way the physical world works.
As such, it is necessary to develop a model to compare how light is expected to be transported in
the detection medium to how light is actually transported in order to determine what expected
overall detector efficiency the detector has versus what is predicted it should have.
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Chapter 4
Geant4 Simulations
The second round of simulations involved using the GEANT46 simulation environment
to supplement the existing MCNP simulations. GEANT4 is a C++ based library that is used to
simulate a variety of physical processes. This software is developed by CERN and is used around
to world in a variety of high energy physics, optical, and nuclear applications. What GEANT
offers this project is the capability to generate and transport scintillation induced optical photons;
this is a capability MCNP does not provide.

4.1 Initial GEANT Simulations
Once GEANT was properly installed and running accurate simulations, a small, single
layer detector geometry was modeled in both programs. This was done to determine differences
between GEANT’s thermal scattering libraries, which must be manually turned on and only have
cross sections for certain elements in certain compounds (such as hydrogen in polyethylene or
water). This was done to determine the differences between MCNP and GEANT for overall
efficiency vs capture efficiency, since the modeled capture efficiencies will be different. This
layout can be seen in Figure 4-1. In this figure, several neutron capture events can be observed.
A neutron enters the geometry from the righthand side of the image, is captured after several
collisions, and the resulting scintillation photons travel through the geometry, where they are
attenuated, reach the simulated PMT geometry and are no longer tracked, or exit vie the front face
of the detector.
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Figure 4-1. GEANT4 Simulation Geometry.

4.2 GEANT4 Physics and Results
With the differences between capture efficiency in MCNP and GEANT in mind, a fullscale system was modeled and the differences in capture efficiency was noted. Once the accuracy
of the neutron capture efficiency in GEANT was satisfactory, optical photon transport properties
were added to the GEANT simulation. GEANT can produce optical photons in three processes:
Cherenkov radiation, scintillation, and transition radiation. As the scintillation light produced is
the value of interest, the scintillation light production mechanism was activated and optical
properties were specified. The acrylic data were obtained from plexiglass’s published resources7,
while the refractive indices and absorption coefficient for the EJ-426 were obtained from Eljen
Technologies. The data received from Eljen specified the refractive indices for each component
of the scintillation layer, but not an overall refractive index for the medium; as such a weighted
average of these indices was used. Finally, scintillation yield was set as 5000 photons per MeV
of energy deposited, or 24,000 per neutron capture, as obtained from reference 8. The
comparison of neutron and gamma results can be seen in Figure 4-2.
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Figure 4-2. GEANT4 Photons Produced from Gamma and Neutron Interactions

This detector configuration was exposed to a range of neutron energies in both a pencil
beam and monodirectional disc source. The number of photons captured per neutron event was
recorded. From these values, it is possible to calculate an expected PMT signal, using data
obtained from the PMT data sheet. A 20% quantum efficiency was assumed. The number of
interactions that exceed this value were tabulated for each source used, as seen in Table 4-1. This
gives us a detection efficiency of 10% with a 5% gamma uncertainty vs the capture efficiency of
30%.
Table 4-1. GEANT4 Light Production Results.
100000 Neutrons
Total Pulses
Thermal
1 MeV
2 MeV
5 MeV
Cf-252
Cs

Captures
Pulses above threshold
Disc
Beam
Disc
Beam
Disc
Beam
59401
91748
59044
90463
22051
41477
30054
52074
21850
48658
10014
24497
31727
36266
22290
32880
10406
16406
24200
18148
16235
16967
6555
7283
31336
40921
22702
37883
10451
19050
26122
17917
0
0
5332
2206
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Several informative conclusions can be reached from the data from Table 4-1 and the
GEANT simulations as a whole. First, there is a discrepancy between neutrons captured and the
amount of light that reaches the PMT to be considered a pulse. The criteria for consideration as a
pulse vs. noise for these simulations was to have more than 500 photons reach the PMT from a
single capture event. This value was chosen to discriminate between light produced from gamma
interactions, many of which result in much less light being produced per event when compared to
neutron pulses. This threshold can also be seen graphically, in Figure 4-2 where the gamma
curve and neutron curve intersect. While there are still gamma events that result in pulses, they
are far fewer than the total number of gamma events, and fewer than neutron events from that
point forward. The number of neutron events that pass this threshold is less than the total number
of neutron capture events, which is to be expected. The detection efficiency for a disc source for
this geometry is around 10%, which is still much higher than the experimental .1%, however.
These simulations can determine the theoretical maximum detection efficiency for the system, as
several assumptions are made and it represents “optimal” conditions for this system. It assumes
that optical coupling between the layers is perfect, with no air gap and uniform surface
conditions, which would negatively impact optical transport. As previously mentioned in this
section, the indices of refraction for the EJ-426 are not experimental values, but instead an
averaging of the indices of the components of the scintillator which will also affect light transport
in the prototype system. Finally, while it is possible to perfectly discriminate between photons
produced from gamma reactions vs photons produced via neutron captures, this discrimination is
more difficult in practice. While pulse amplitude can help discriminate between these pulses, if
the pulse originates from the EJ-426 it is difficult to discern what pulse is from a gamma or
neutron interaction, which adds uncertainty to the detector efficiency. As a conservative estimate,
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it is being considered impossible to discriminate which ultimately results in a 10%+-5 detection
efficiency for the prototype geometry from the GEANT simulations.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions
The MCNP simulation models showed a large-scale detector of 20 cm length and 20 cm
radius with an 80% neutron capture efficiency. This minimizes leakage other captures, with 8%
leakage and 12% captures in non-lithium material. The simulation results of the prototype system
that was designed using initial experimental validation has a 12% neutron capture efficiency, a
72% leakage probability, and 12% capture probability in elements other than lithium-6. This
detector has a 12.7 cm diameter, is 20 cm long, and uses 7 layers of EJ-426. This is smaller than
the full-scale system, and smaller than the volume occupied by most standard RPM’s.
Two sets of experiments were performed. The first set of experiments determined the
relative effectiveness of the four different types of EJ-426, seen in Figure 3-2. The .32 mm thick
detector with 1:2 dopant ratio was chosen for the prototype detector for both its relative optical
transmission properties and its price compared to the .6 mm 1:3 sheet which showed similar light
production. The second set of experiments characterized the final detection system. The system
was shown to be not very sensitive to gammas, though still affected by a gamma field as seen in
Figure 3-6. The calculated intrinsic efficiency of this system was .1%.
Finally, GEANT4 simulations were used to integrate photon transport capabilities to the
prototype detector system models. The prototype assembly was modeled and a theoretical
neutron detection efficiency of 10% with a 5% uncertainty for a disc source, assuming perfect
optical coupling. The difference between the experimental results and these results are likely due
to optical coupling processes, such as using optical grease and small pockets of air in the
assembly that cause less than ideal photon transport to occur in the detector.
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Chapter 6
Future Work
This project has proven the feasibility of the proposed neutron detection system, but there
are several more improvements that can be made with future efforts. The EJ-426 optical
properties will be experimentally verified using facilities at the Pennsylvania State University,
which will be used to update the GEANT simulations to determine a more accurate theoretical
neutron detection efficiency. Different plastics will also be examined, including those with wavelength shifting properties to allow the light to more freely propagate without being reabsorbed.
Permanent coupling efforts such as optical cement versus optical grease and a variety of surface
treatment options will also be examined. Finally, an improved detector revision will be
characterized using NIST sources for the extreme accuracy in the known activity of these sources.
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Appendix
Analysis Programs
WaveForm Matlab Script (Modified from a script provided by Dr. Marek Flaska)

%
clear all
% Start the clock
tic;
pulsetallygood= [];
pulsetallybad =[];
name=[];
files = dir('*.txt');
for x=1:length(files)
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Definitions from
user %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
file = files(x).name;
% define the name of the
binary file
nrpulses = 20000;
% number of
pulses to be postprocessed
resolution = 14;
% vertical
resolution of the digitizer (bit)
dyn_range = 2;
% dynamic range of
the ditizer (V)
pointsize = 2;
% point size for
binary data (B)
nrpoints = 998;
% number of points
per pulse
header_size = 0;
% header size (B);
4 Bytes TTT + 4 Bytes Event counter
dt=2e-9;
% fixed pulse time
step (s)
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offset = 285;
% check the data
file!
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
time=(0:dt:dt*nrpoints-dt)*1e9;
% pulse
time scale (ns)
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Reading of ASCII DATA START %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
pulses_array = -99*ones(nrpoints,nrpulses); % array
preallocation for storing the pulses
fid = fopen(file);
for i = 1 : nrpulses
header1_ascii = fgetl(fid);
% Trigger
time tag
header2_ascii = fgetl(fid);
% Number of
events
for j = 1 : nrpoints
pulses_array(j,i) = str2double(fgetl(fid));
end
end
fclose(fid);
pulses_array = (2 ^ resolution - pulses_array - offset)
* dyn_range / 2 ^ resolution;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
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% Reading of ASCII DATA STOP %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Eliminate the pulses of which peaks were cut off
during the data collection
hlimit = max(max(pulses_array)) - 0.0001;
recpmax = -99*ones(nrpulses,1);
index_good = 1;
recpmaxbad = -99*ones(nrpulses,1);
bad_pulses = -99*ones(nrpulses/10,1);
index_bad = 1;
for ii = 1 : nrpulses
readpulse = pulses_array(:,ii);
% read a
single pulse
[pmax,indmax] = max(readpulse);
% find max of
each pulse (pmax) and the index position of maximum
(indmax)
if (pmax > hlimit)
bad_pulses(index_bad) = ii;
index_bad = index_bad + 1;
elseif (readpulse(indmax + 15) < .01)
bad_pulses(index_bad) = ii;
index_bad = index_bad + 1;
recpmaxbad(index_bad) = pmax;
else
if(isnan(readpulse))
else
recpmax(index_good) = pmax;
index_good = index_good + 1;
end
end
end
bad_pulses(index_bad:end) = [];
pulses_array(:,bad_pulses) = [];
recpmax(index_good:end) = [];
recpmaxbad(index_bad:end) = [];
index_good;
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index_bad;
pulsetallygood(x)= index_good;
pulsetallybad(x)= index_bad;
figure(1)
plot(time,pulses_array(:,:))
legend('Det 1')
xlabel('Time (ns)')
ylabel('Voltage (V)')
minhistph=0;
maxhistph = max(recpmax);
xph=minhistph:maxhistph/80:maxhistph;
[yph,xph]=hist(recpmax,xph);
minhistphbad=0;
maxhistphbad = max(recpmaxbad);
xphbad=minhistphbad:maxhistphbad/80:maxhistphbad;
[yphbad,xphbad]=hist(recpmaxbad,xphbad);
figure(2)
plot(xph,yph,'ob')
xlabel('Pulse Height (V)')
ylabel('Counts')
legend('Good Pulses')
figure(3)
plot(xphbad,yphbad,'ob')
xlabel('Pulse Height (V)')
ylabel('Counts')
legend('Bad Pulses')
saveas(1, strcat(file(1:(length(file)4)),'Pulses.pdf'));
saveas(2, strcat(file(1:(length(file)4)),'GoodPulses.pdf'));
saveas(3, strcat(file(1:(length(file)4)),'BadPulses.pdf'));
% Stop the clock
elapsed_time=toc;
mod_elapsed_time=elapsed_time/60;
fprintf('\n\n
The elapsed time is %6.2f
min.\n',mod_elapsed_time)
name=strcat(files(x).name);
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Tallies{x,1} = name;
Tallies{x,2} = pulsetallygood(x);
Tallies{x,3} = pulsetallybad(x);
end
xlswrite('PulseNumbers.xls', Tallies);
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Geant 4 Programs Matlab Script (Modified from a script provided by Dr. Marek Flaska)
Headers:
/// \file B4bActionInitialization.hh
/// \brief Definition of the B4bActionInitialization class
#ifndef B4bActionInitialization_h
#define B4bActionInitialization_h 1
#include "G4VUserActionInitialization.hh"
class B4DetectorConstruction;
/// Action initialization class.
///
class B4bActionInitialization : public G4VUserActionInitialization
{
public:
B4bActionInitialization();
virtual ~B4bActionInitialization();
virtual void BuildForMaster() const;
virtual void Build() const;
};
#endif
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#ifndef StackingAction_h
#define StackingAction_h 1
#include "G4UserStackingAction.hh"
#include "globals.hh"
class StackingAction : public G4UserStackingAction
{
public:
StackingAction();
virtual ~StackingAction();
virtual G4ClassificationOfNewTrack ClassifyNewTrack(const G4Track*);
};
#endif
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/// \file OpNovice/include/OpNovicePhysicsListMessenger.hh
/// \brief Definition of the OpNovicePhysicsListMessenger class
//
//
//
//
//....oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo......
//....oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo......
#ifndef PhysicsListMessenger_h
#define PhysicsListMessenger_h 1
#include "globals.hh"
#include "G4UImessenger.hh"
class PhysicsList;
class G4UIdirectory;
class G4UIcmdWithAnInteger;
//....oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo......
class PhysicsListMessenger: public G4UImessenger
{
public:
PhysicsListMessenger(PhysicsList* );
virtual ~PhysicsListMessenger();
virtual void SetNewValue(G4UIcommand*, G4String);
private:
PhysicsList* fPhysicsList;
G4UIdirectory*
fOpNoviceDir;
G4UIdirectory*
fPhysDir;
G4UIcmdWithAnInteger* fVerboseCmd;
};
//....oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo......
#endif
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/// \file OpNovice/include/OpNovicePhysicsList.hh
/// \brief Definition of the OpNovicePhysicsList class
//
//
//
//....oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo......
//....oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo......
#ifndef PhysicsList_h
#define PhysicsList_h 1
#include "globals.hh"
#include "G4VUserPhysicsList.hh"
class G4Cerenkov;
class G4Scintillation;
class G4OpAbsorption;
class G4OpRayleigh;
class G4OpMieHG;
class G4OpBoundaryProcess;
//....oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo......
class PhysicsList : public G4VUserPhysicsList
{
public:
PhysicsList();
virtual ~PhysicsList();
public:
//these methods Construct physics processes and register them
void ConstructOp();
void SetVerbose(G4int);
private:
static G4ThreadLocal G4int fVerboseLevel;
static G4ThreadLocal G4int fMaxNumPhotonStep;
static G4ThreadLocal G4Cerenkov* fCerenkovProcess;
static G4ThreadLocal G4Scintillation* fScintillationProcess;
static G4ThreadLocal G4OpAbsorption* fAbsorptionProcess;
static G4ThreadLocal G4OpRayleigh* fRayleighScatteringProcess;
static G4ThreadLocal G4OpMieHG* fMieHGScatteringProcess;
static G4ThreadLocal G4OpBoundaryProcess* fBoundaryProcess;
};
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//....oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo......
#endif /* OpNovicePhysicsList_h */
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/// \file B4PrimaryGeneratorAction.hh
/// \brief Definition of the B4PrimaryGeneratorAction class
#ifndef B4PrimaryGeneratorAction_h
#define B4PrimaryGeneratorAction_h 1
#include "G4VUserPrimaryGeneratorAction.hh"
#include "globals.hh"
class G4ParticleGun;
class G4GeneralParticleSource;
class G4Event;
/// The primary generator action class with particle gum.
///
/// It defines a single particle which hits the calorimeter
/// perpendicular to the input face. The type of the particle
/// can be changed via the G4 build-in commands of G4ParticleGun class
/// (see the macros provided with this example).
class B4PrimaryGeneratorAction : public G4VUserPrimaryGeneratorAction
{
public:
B4PrimaryGeneratorAction();
virtual ~B4PrimaryGeneratorAction();
virtual void GeneratePrimaries(G4Event* event);
// set methods
void SetRandomFlag(G4bool value);
private:
G4GeneralParticleSource* fParticleGun; // G4 particle gun
};
//....oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo......
#endif
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/// \file B4DetectorConstruction.hh
/// \brief Definition of the B4DetectorConstruction class
#ifndef B4DetectorConstruction_h
#define B4DetectorConstruction_h 1
#include "G4VUserDetectorConstruction.hh"
#include "globals.hh"
class G4VPhysicalVolume;
class G4GlobalMagFieldMessenger;
/// Detector construction class to define materials and geometry.
/// The calorimeter is a box made of a given number of layers. A layer consists
/// of an absorber plate and of a detection gap. The layer is replicated.
///
/// Four parameters define the geometry of the calorimeter :
///
/// - the thickness of an absorber plate,
/// - the thickness of a gap,
/// - the number of layers,
/// - the transverse size of the calorimeter (the input face is a square).
///
/// In addition a transverse uniform magnetic field is defined
/// via G4GlobalMagFieldMessenger class.
class B4DetectorConstruction : public G4VUserDetectorConstruction
{
public:
B4DetectorConstruction();
virtual ~B4DetectorConstruction();
public:
virtual G4VPhysicalVolume* Construct();
virtual void ConstructSDandField();
// get methods
//
const G4VPhysicalVolume* GetAbsorberPV() const;
const G4VPhysicalVolume* GetGapPV() const;
private:
// methods
//
void DefineMaterials();
G4VPhysicalVolume* DefineVolumes();
// data members
//
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static G4ThreadLocal G4GlobalMagFieldMessenger* fMagFieldMessenger;
// magnetic field messenger
G4VPhysicalVolume* fAbsorberPV; // the absorber physical volume
G4VPhysicalVolume* fGapPV; // the gap physical volume
G4bool fCheckOverlaps; // option to activate checking of volumes overlaps
};
// inline functions
inline const G4VPhysicalVolume* B4DetectorConstruction::GetAbsorberPV() const {
return fAbsorberPV;
}
inline const G4VPhysicalVolume* B4DetectorConstruction::GetGapPV() const {
return fGapPV;
}

//....oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo......
#endif
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/// \file B4bSteppingAction.hh
/// \brief Definition of the B4bSteppingAction class
#ifndef B4bSteppingAction_h
#define B4bSteppingAction_h 1
#include "G4UserSteppingAction.hh"
#include "globals.hh"
/// Stepping action class.
///
/// In UserSteppingAction() there are collected the energy deposit and track
/// lengths of charged particles in Absober and Gap layers and
/// updated in B4bRunData object.
class B4bEventAction;
class B4bSteppingAction : public G4UserSteppingAction
{
public:
B4bSteppingAction(B4bEventAction*);
virtual ~B4bSteppingAction();
virtual void UserSteppingAction(const G4Step* step);
private:
B4bEventAction* event;
G4double Xtestpost;
G4double Ytestpost;
G4double Ztestpost;
};
//....oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo......
#endif
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/// \file B4bRunAction.hh
/// \brief Definition of the B4bRunAction class
#ifndef B4bRunAction_h
#define B4bRunAction_h 1
#include "G4UserRunAction.hh"
#include "globals.hh"
class G4Run;
/// Run action class
///
/// It accumulates statistic and computes dispersion of the energy deposit
/// and track lengths of charged particles with use of analysis tools:
/// H1D histograms are created in BeginOfRunAction() for the following
/// physics quantities:
/// - Edep in absorber
/// - Edep in gap
/// - Track length in absorber
/// - Track length in gap
/// The same values are also saved in the ntuple.
/// The histograms and ntuple are saved in the output file in a format
/// accoring to a selected technology in B4Analysis.hh.
///
/// In EndOfRunAction(), the accumulated statistic and computed
/// dispersion is printed.
///
class B4bRunAction : public G4UserRunAction
{
public:
B4bRunAction();
virtual ~B4bRunAction();
virtual void BeginOfRunAction(const G4Run*);
virtual void EndOfRunAction(const G4Run*);
};
//....oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo......
#endif
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/// \file B4bEventAction_h.hh
/// \brief Definition of the B4bRunAction class
#ifndef B4bEventAction_h
#define B4bEventAction_h 1
#include "G4UserEventAction.hh"
#include "globals.hh"
#include "G4UserSteppingAction.hh"
class G4Run;
/// Run action class
///
/// It accumulates statistic and computes dispersion of the energy deposit
/// and track lengths of charged particles with use of analysis tools:
/// H1D histograms are created in BeginOfRunAction() for the following
/// physics quantities:
/// - Edep in absorber
/// - Edep in gap
/// - Track length in absorber
/// - Track length in gap
/// The same values are also saved in the ntuple.
/// The histograms and ntuple are saved in the output file in a format
/// accoring to a selected technology in B4Analysis.hh.
///
/// In EndOfRunAction(), the accumulated statistic and computed
/// dispersion is printed.
///
class B4bEventAction : public G4UserEventAction
{
public:
B4bEventAction();
virtual ~B4bEventAction();
virtual void BeginOfEventAction(const G4Event*);
virtual void EndOfEventAction(const G4Event*);
virtual void IncrementPhoton();
virtual void UpdatePos(const G4Step*step);
G4double photonsinstance;
G4double xVal;
G4double yVal;
G4double zVal;
G4int ncount;
};
//....oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo......
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#endif
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Geant4 Source Files
/// \file exampleB4b.cc
/// \brief Main program of the B4b example
#include "B4DetectorConstruction.hh"
#include "B4bActionInitialization.hh"
#ifdef G4MULTITHREADED
#include "G4MTRunManager.hh"
#else
#include "G4RunManager.hh"
#endif
#include "G4UImanager.hh"
#include "G4UIcommand.hh"
#include "FTFP_BERT.hh"
#include "Randomize.hh"
#include "G4VisExecutive.hh"
#include "G4UIExecutive.hh"
#include "PhysicsList.cc"
#include "G4OpticalPhysics.hh"
#include "G4ScoringManager.hh"
//....oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo......
namespace {
void PrintUsage() {
G4cerr << " Usage: " << G4endl;
G4cerr << " exampleB4a [-m macro ] [-u UIsession] [-t nThreads]" << G4endl;
G4cerr << " note: -t option is available only for multi-threaded mode."
<< G4endl;
}
}
//....oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo......
int main(int argc,char** argv)
{
// Evaluate arguments
//
if ( argc > 7 ) {
PrintUsage();
return 1;
}
G4String macro;
G4String session;
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#ifdef G4MULTITHREADED
G4int nThreads = 0;
#endif
for ( G4int i=1; i<argc; i=i+2 ) {
if ( G4String(argv[i]) == "-m" ) macro = argv[i+1];
else if ( G4String(argv[i]) == "-u" ) session = argv[i+1];
#ifdef G4MULTITHREADED
else if ( G4String(argv[i]) == "-t" ) {
nThreads = G4UIcommand::ConvertToInt(argv[i+1]);
}
#endif
else {
PrintUsage();
return 1;
}
}
// Detect interactive mode (if no macro provided) and define UI session
//
G4UIExecutive* ui = nullptr;
if ( ! macro.size() ) {
ui = new G4UIExecutive(argc, argv, session);
}
// Choose the Random engine
//
G4Random::setTheEngine(new CLHEP::RanecuEngine);
// Construct the default run manager
//
#ifdef G4MULTITHREADED
auto runManager = new G4MTRunManager;
if ( nThreads > 0 ) {
runManager->SetNumberOfThreads(nThreads);
}
#else
auto runManager = new G4RunManager;
#endif
// Set mandatory initialization classes
//
auto detConstruction = new B4DetectorConstruction();
runManager->SetUserInitialization(detConstruction);
PhysicsList* physicsList = new PhysicsList;
physicsList->RegisterPhysics(new G4OpticalPhysics());
runManager->SetUserInitialization(physicsList);
auto actionInitialization = new B4bActionInitialization();
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runManager->SetUserInitialization(actionInitialization);
// Initialize visualization
auto visManager = new G4VisExecutive;
// G4VisExecutive can take a verbosity argument - see /vis/verbose guidance.
// G4VisManager* visManager = new G4VisExecutive("Quiet");
visManager->Initialize();
// Get the pointer to the User Interface manager
auto UImanager = G4UImanager::GetUIpointer();
G4ScoringManager * scManager = G4ScoringManager::GetScoringManager();
scManager->SetVerboseLevel(1);
// Process macro or start UI session
//
if ( macro.size() ) {
// batch mode
G4String command = "/control/execute ";
UImanager->ApplyCommand(command+macro);
}
else {
// interactive mode : define UI session
UImanager->ApplyCommand("/control/execute init_vis.mac");
if (ui->IsGUI()) {
UImanager->ApplyCommand("/control/execute gui.mac");
}
ui->SessionStart();
delete ui;
}
// Job termination
// Free the store: user actions, physics_list and detector_description are
// owned and deleted by the run manager, so they should not be deleted
// in the main() program !
delete visManager;
delete runManager;
}
//....oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo.....
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/// \file B4DetectorConstruction.cc
/// \brief Implementation of the B4DetectorConstruction class
#include "B4DetectorConstruction.hh"
#include "G4Material.hh"
#include "G4NistManager.hh"
#include "G4Box.hh"
#include "G4LogicalVolume.hh"
#include "G4PVPlacement.hh"
#include "G4PVReplica.hh"
#include "G4GlobalMagFieldMessenger.hh"
#include "G4AutoDelete.hh"
#include "G4GeometryManager.hh"
#include "G4PhysicalVolumeStore.hh"
#include "G4LogicalVolumeStore.hh"
#include "G4SolidStore.hh"
#include "G4VisAttributes.hh"
#include "G4Colour.hh"
#include "G4PhysicalConstants.hh"
#include "G4SystemOfUnits.hh"
#include "G4VUserDetectorConstruction.hh"
#include "G4NistManager.hh"
#include "G4Box.hh"
#include "G4PVPlacement.hh"
#include "G4LogicalVolume.hh"
#include "globals.hh"
#include "G4SystemOfUnits.hh"
#include "G4Isotope.hh"
#include "G4Element.hh"
#include "G4Material.hh"
#include "G4Tubs.hh"
#include "G4LogicalBorderSurface.hh"
#include "G4LogicalSkinSurface.hh"
#include "G4OpticalSurface.hh"

//....oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo......
G4ThreadLocal
G4GlobalMagFieldMessenger* B4DetectorConstruction::fMagFieldMessenger = nullptr;
//....oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo......
B4DetectorConstruction::B4DetectorConstruction()
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: G4VUserDetectorConstruction(),
fAbsorberPV(nullptr),
fGapPV(nullptr),
fCheckOverlaps(true)
{
}
//....oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo......
B4DetectorConstruction::~B4DetectorConstruction()
{
}
//....oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo......
G4VPhysicalVolume* B4DetectorConstruction::Construct()
{
// Define materials
DefineMaterials();
// Define volumes
return DefineVolumes();
}
//....oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo......
void B4DetectorConstruction::DefineMaterials()
{
//Obtain pointer to NIST material manager
G4NistManager* nist = G4NistManager::Instance();
//Build materials for world and target
//G4Material* Plexiglass = nist->FindOrBuildMaterial("G4_PLEXIGLASS");
G4Material* air = nist->FindOrBuildMaterial("G4_AIR");

G4Isotope* isoLi6 =
new G4Isotope("isoLi6", 3, 6, 6.015122795*g / mole);
G4Isotope* isoLi7 =
new G4Isotope("isoLi7", 3, 7, 7.01600455*g / mole);
G4Element* Lithium =
new G4Element("Lithium", "Li", 2);
Lithium->AddIsotope(isoLi6, 95.*perCent);
Lithium->AddIsotope(isoLi7, 5.*perCent);
G4Element*Flourine = nist->FindOrBuildElement("F");
G4Element*Zinc = nist->FindOrBuildElement("Zn");
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G4Element*Sulfur = nist->FindOrBuildElement("S");
G4Element*Sodium = nist->FindOrBuildElement("Na");
G4Element*Silicon = nist->FindOrBuildElement("Si");
G4Element*Oxygen = nist->FindOrBuildElement("O");
G4Element* Hydrogen = new G4Element("TS_H_of_Water",
"H_Water", 1.0, 1.0079*g / mole);
G4Element*Carbon = nist->FindOrBuildElement("C");
G4Material* Scintillator =
new G4Material("Scintillator", 2.88*g / cm3, 7, kStateSolid);
Scintillator->AddElement(Lithium, 0.073);
Scintillator->AddElement(Flourine, .155);
Scintillator->AddElement(Zinc, .435);
Scintillator->AddElement(Sulfur, .213);
Scintillator->AddElement(Sodium, .018);
Scintillator->AddElement(Silicon, .045);
Scintillator->AddElement(Oxygen, .058);
G4Material* Scin = nist->FindOrBuildMaterial("Scintillator");
G4Material*Plexiglass =
new G4Material("Plexiglass", 1.00*g / cm3, 2, kStateSolid);
Plexiglass->AddElement(Oxygen, 1);
//Plexiglass->AddElement(Carbon, 5);
Plexiglass->AddElement(Hydrogen, 2);
//PlexiThing
G4double photonEnergy[] =
{ 3.099*eV, 3.024*eV, 2.952*eV, 2.883*eV,
2.817*eV, 2.755*eV, 2.695*eV, 2.638*eV,
2.593*eV, 2.530*eV, 2.479*eV, 2.431*eV,
2.384*eV, 2.339*eV, 2.296*eV, 2.254*eV,
2.254*eV };
const G4int nEntries = sizeof(photonEnergy) / sizeof(G4double);
G4double refractiveIndex1[] =
{ 1.50795, 1.50641, 1.50487, 1.50333,
1.5017, 1.5002, 1.4991, 1.4983, 1.4977,
1.4971, 1.4965, 1.496, 1.4954, 1.4948,
1.4942, 1.4936, 1.493 };
G4double absorption1[] =
{ 3.448*m, 4.082*m, 6.329*m, 9.174*m, 12.346*m, 13.889*m,
15.152*m, 17.241*m, 18.868*m, 20.000*m, 26.316*m, 35.714*m,
45.455*m, 47.619*m, 52.632*m, 52.632*m, 55.556*m };
G4MaterialPropertiesTable* myMPT1 = new G4MaterialPropertiesTable();
myMPT1->AddProperty("RINDEX", photonEnergy, refractiveIndex1, nEntries);
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myMPT1->AddProperty("ABSLENGTH", photonEnergy, absorption1,
nEntries);
Plexiglass->SetMaterialPropertiesTable(myMPT1);
Plexiglass->SetMaterialPropertiesTable(myMPT1);

// scintillator
G4double scintillation[] =
{ 0, .016, .033, .100, .150, .167,
.159, .133, .095, .067, .033,
.02, .013, .007, .003, .001, 0 };
G4double refractiveIndex2[] =
{ 2.00, 2.00, 2.00, 2.00, 2.00, 2.00, 2.00,
2.00, 2.00, 2.00, 2.00, 2.00, 2.00, 2.00,
2.00, 2.00, 2.00 };
G4double absorption2[] =
{ .6*mm, .6*mm, .6*mm, .6*mm, .6*mm, .6*mm,
.6*mm, .6*mm, .6*mm, .6*mm, .6*mm, .6*mm,
.6*mm, .6*mm, .6*mm, .6*mm, .6*mm };
G4MaterialPropertiesTable* myMPT2 = new G4MaterialPropertiesTable();
myMPT2->AddProperty("RINDEX", photonEnergy, refractiveIndex2, nEntries);
myMPT2->AddProperty("ABSLENGTH", photonEnergy, absorption2,
nEntries);
myMPT2->AddProperty("FASTCOMPONENT", photonEnergy, scintillation,
nEntries);
myMPT2->AddConstProperty("SCINTILLATIONYIELD", 5. / keV);
myMPT2->AddConstProperty("RESOLUTIONSCALE", 1.0);
myMPT2->AddConstProperty("YIELDRATIO", 1);
myMPT2->AddConstProperty("FASTTIMECONSTANT", 1.*ns);
Scintillator->SetMaterialPropertiesTable(myMPT2);

G4double refractiveIndex3[] =
{ 1.00, 1.00, 1.00, 1.00, 1.00, 1.00, 1.00,
1.00, 1.00, 1.00, 1.00, 1.00, 1.00, 1.00,
1.00, 1.00, 1.00 };
G4MaterialPropertiesTable* myMPT3 = new G4MaterialPropertiesTable();
myMPT3->AddProperty("RINDEX", photonEnergy, refractiveIndex2, nEntries);
air->SetMaterialPropertiesTable(myMPT3);
}
//....oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo......
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G4VPhysicalVolume* B4DetectorConstruction::DefineVolumes()
{
G4double world_sizeX = 10 * m;
G4double world_sizeY = 10 * m;
G4double world_sizeZ = 10 * m;

auto air = G4Material::GetMaterial("G4_AIR");
auto Plexiglass = G4Material::GetMaterial("Plexiglass");
auto Scintillator = G4Material::GetMaterial("Scintillator");

G4Box* solidWorld =
new G4Box("World", world_sizeX, world_sizeY, world_sizeZ);
//Fill the world with air
G4LogicalVolume* logicWorld =
new G4LogicalVolume(solidWorld, air, "World");
//Create the world physical volume. The world is the only
//physical volume with no mother volume.
G4VPhysicalVolume* physWorld =
new G4PVPlacement(0,
//no rotation
G4ThreeVector(),
//at (0,0,0)
logicWorld,
//its logical volume
"World",
//its name
0,
//its mother volume
false,
//no boolean operation
0,
//copy number
true);
//overlaps checking
//Create the shape of
a target to fire particles at
G4Box* solidEnvelope =
new G4Box("Envelope", world_sizeX*.8, world_sizeY*.8,
world_sizeZ*.8);
G4LogicalVolume* logicEnvelope =
new G4LogicalVolume(solidEnvelope, air, "Envelope");
G4VPhysicalVolume* physEnvelope =
new G4PVPlacement(0,
//no rotation
G4ThreeVector(0, 0, 0),
//at (0,0,0)
logicEnvelope,
//its logical volume
"Envelope",
//its name
logicWorld,
//its mother volume
false,
//no boolean operation
0,
//copy number
true);
//overlaps checking
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G4double innerRadius1 = 0.*cm;
G4double outerRadius1 = 1.21*cm;
G4double hz1 = 5.*cm;
G4double startAngle1 = 0.*deg;
G4double spanningAngle1 = 360.*deg;
G4Tubs* innerTube =
new G4Tubs("Inner",
innerRadius1,
outerRadius1,
hz1,
startAngle1,
spanningAngle1);

G4double innerRadius2 = 1.21*cm;
G4double outerRadius2 = 1.27*cm;
G4double hz2 = 10.*cm;
G4double startAngle2 = 0.*deg;
G4double spanningAngle2 = 360.*deg;
G4Tubs* outerTube =
new G4Tubs("Outer",
innerRadius2,
outerRadius2,
hz2,
startAngle2,
spanningAngle2);

//Create the target logical volume by
//assigning the material of the target to be Pb
G4LogicalVolume* LVInnerTube =
new G4LogicalVolume(innerTube, Plexiglass, "Inner");
G4LogicalVolume* LVOuterTube =
new G4LogicalVolume(outerTube, Scintillator, "Outer");
//Create the target physical volume by placing it in the
//"logicWorld" logical volume.
G4VPhysicalVolume* physInner =
new G4PVPlacement(0,
//no rotation
G4ThreeVector(0, 0, -5)*cm,
//at (0,0,0)
LVInnerTube,
//its logical volume
"Inner",
//its name
logicEnvelope,
//its mother volume
false,
//no boolean operation
0,
//copy number
true);
//overlaps checking
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G4VPhysicalVolume* physOuter =
new G4PVPlacement(0,
//no rotation
G4ThreeVector(),
//at (0,0,0)
LVOuterTube,
//its logical volume
"Outer",
//its name
logicEnvelope,
//its mother volume
false,
//no boolean operation
0,
//copy number
true);
//overlaps checking
G4double innerRadius3 = 1.27*cm;
G4double outerRadius3 = 2.48*cm;
G4double hz3 = 10.*cm;
G4double startAngle3 = 0.*deg;
G4double spanningAngle3 = 360.*deg;
G4Tubs* innerTube2 =
new G4Tubs("Inner2",
innerRadius3,
outerRadius3,
hz3,
startAngle3,
spanningAngle3);

G4double innerRadius4 = 2.48*cm;
G4double outerRadius4 = 2.54*cm;
G4double hz4 = 10.*cm;
G4double startAngle4 = 0.*deg;
G4double spanningAngle4 = 360.*deg;
G4Tubs* outerTube2 =
new G4Tubs("Outer2",
innerRadius4,
outerRadius4,
hz4,
startAngle4,
spanningAngle4);

//Create the target logical volume by
//assigning the material of the target to be Pb
G4LogicalVolume* LVInnerTube2 =
new G4LogicalVolume(innerTube2, Plexiglass, "Inner2");
G4LogicalVolume* LVOuterTube2 =
new G4LogicalVolume(outerTube2, Scintillator, "Outer2");
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//Create the target physical volume by placing it in the
//"logicWorld" logical volume.
G4VPhysicalVolume* physInner2 =
new G4PVPlacement(0,
//no rotation
G4ThreeVector(),
//at (0,0,0)
LVInnerTube2,
//its logical volume
"Inner2",
//its name
logicEnvelope,
//its mother volume
false,
//no boolean operation
0,
//copy number
true);
//overlaps checking
G4VPhysicalVolume* physOuter2 =
new G4PVPlacement(0,
//no rotation
G4ThreeVector(),
//at (0,0,0)
LVOuterTube2,
//its logical volume
"Outer2",
//its name
logicEnvelope,
//its mother volume
false,
//no boolean operation
0,
//copy number
true);
//overlaps checking
G4double innerRadius5 = 2.54*cm;
G4double outerRadius5 = 3.75*cm;
G4double hz5 = 10.*cm;
G4double startAngle5 = 0.*deg;
G4double spanningAngle5 = 360.*deg;
G4Tubs* innerTube3 =
new G4Tubs("Inner3",
innerRadius5,
outerRadius5,
hz5,
startAngle5,
spanningAngle5);

G4double innerRadius6 = 3.75*cm;
G4double outerRadius6 = 3.81*cm;
G4double hz6 = 10.*cm;
G4double startAngle6 = 0.*deg;
G4double spanningAngle6 = 360.*deg;
G4Tubs* outerTube3 =
new G4Tubs("Outer3",
innerRadius6,
outerRadius6,
hz6,
startAngle6,
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spanningAngle6);

//Create the target logical volume by
//assigning the material of the target to be Pb
G4LogicalVolume* LVInnerTube3 =
new G4LogicalVolume(innerTube3, Plexiglass, "Inner3");
G4LogicalVolume* LVOuterTube3 =
new G4LogicalVolume(outerTube3, Scintillator, "Outer3");
//Create the target physical volume by placing it in the
//"logicWorld" logical volume.
G4VPhysicalVolume* physInner3 =
new G4PVPlacement(0,
//no rotation
G4ThreeVector(),
//at (0,0,0)
LVInnerTube3,
//its logical volume
"Inner3",
//its name
logicEnvelope,
//its mother volume
false,
//no boolean operation
0,
//copy number
true);
//overlaps checking
G4VPhysicalVolume* physOuter3 =
new G4PVPlacement(0,
//no rotation
G4ThreeVector(),
//at (0,0,0)
LVOuterTube3,
//its logical volume
"Outer3",
//its name
logicEnvelope,
//its mother volume
false,
//no boolean operation
0,
//copy number
true);
//overlaps checking

G4double innerRadius7 = 3.81*cm;
G4double outerRadius7 = 5.02*cm;
G4double hz7 = 10.*cm;
G4double startAngle7 = 0.*deg;
G4double spanningAngle7 = 360.*deg;
G4Tubs* innerTube4 =
new G4Tubs("Inner4",
innerRadius7,
outerRadius7,
hz7,
startAngle7,
spanningAngle7);
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G4double innerRadius8 = 5.02*cm;
G4double outerRadius8 = 5.08*cm;
G4double hz8 = 10.*cm;
G4double startAngle8 = 0.*deg;
G4double spanningAngle8 = 360.*deg;
G4Tubs* outerTube4 =
new G4Tubs("Outer4",
innerRadius8,
outerRadius8,
hz8,
startAngle8,
spanningAngle8);

//Create the target logical volume by
//assigning the material of the target to be Pb
G4LogicalVolume* LVInnerTube4 =
new G4LogicalVolume(innerTube4, Plexiglass, "Inner4");
G4LogicalVolume* LVOuterTube4 =
new G4LogicalVolume(outerTube4, Scintillator, "Outer4");
//Create the target physical volume by placing it in the
//"logicWorld" logical volume.
G4VPhysicalVolume* physInner4 =
new G4PVPlacement(0,
//no rotation
G4ThreeVector(),
//at (0,0,0)
LVInnerTube4,
//its logical volume
"Inner4",
//its name
logicEnvelope,
//its mother volume
false,
//no boolean operation
0,
//copy number
true);
//overlaps checking
G4VPhysicalVolume* physOuter4 =
new G4PVPlacement(0,
//no rotation
G4ThreeVector(),
//at (0,0,0)
LVOuterTube4,
//its logical volume
"Outer4",
//its name
logicEnvelope,
//its mother volume
false,
//no boolean operation
0,
//copy number
true);
//overlaps checking

G4double innerRadius9 = 5.08*cm;
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G4double outerRadius9 = 5.655*cm;
G4double hz9 = 10.*cm;
G4double startAngle9 = 0.*deg;
G4double spanningAngle9 = 360.*deg;
G4Tubs* innerTube5 =
new G4Tubs("Inner5",
innerRadius9,
outerRadius9,
hz9,
startAngle9,
spanningAngle9);

G4double innerRadius10 = 5.655*cm;
G4double outerRadius10 = 5.715*cm;
G4double hz10 = 10.*cm;
G4double startAngle10 = 0.*deg;
G4double spanningAngle10 = 360.*deg;
G4Tubs* outerTube5 =
new G4Tubs("Outer5",
innerRadius10,
outerRadius10,
hz10,
startAngle10,
spanningAngle10);

//Create the target logical volume by
//assigning the material of the target to be Pb
G4LogicalVolume* LVInnerTube5 =
new G4LogicalVolume(innerTube5, Plexiglass, "Inner5");
G4LogicalVolume* LVOuterTube5 =
new G4LogicalVolume(outerTube5, Scintillator, "Outer5");
//Create the target physical volume by placing it in the
//"logicWorld" logical volume.
G4VPhysicalVolume* physInner5 =
new G4PVPlacement(0,
//no rotation
G4ThreeVector(),
//at (0,0,0)
LVInnerTube5,
//its logical volume
"Inner5",
//its name
logicEnvelope,
//its mother volume
false,
//no boolean operation
0,
//copy number
true);
//overlaps checking
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G4VPhysicalVolume* physOuter5 =
new G4PVPlacement(0,
//no rotation
G4ThreeVector(),
//at (0,0,0)
LVOuterTube5,
//its logical volume
"Outer5",
//its name
logicEnvelope,
//its mother volume
false,
//no boolean operation
0,
//copy number
true);
//overlaps checking

G4double innerRadius11 = 5.715*cm;
G4double outerRadius11 = 6.29*cm;
G4double hz11 = 10.*cm;
G4double startAngle11 = 0.*deg;
G4double spanningAngle11 = 360.*deg;
G4Tubs* innerTube6 =
new G4Tubs("Inner6",
innerRadius11,
outerRadius11,
hz11,
startAngle11,
spanningAngle11);

G4double innerRadius12 = 6.29*cm;
G4double outerRadius12 = 6.35*cm;
G4double hz12 = 10.*cm;
G4double startAngle12 = 0.*deg;
G4double spanningAngle12 = 360.*deg;
G4Tubs* outerTube6 =
new G4Tubs("Outer6",
innerRadius12,
outerRadius12,
hz12,
startAngle12,
spanningAngle12);

//Create the target logical volume by
//assigning the material of the target to be Pb
G4LogicalVolume* LVInnerTube6 =
new G4LogicalVolume(innerTube6, Plexiglass, "Inner6");
G4LogicalVolume* LVOuterTube6 =
new G4LogicalVolume(outerTube6, Scintillator, "Outer6");
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//Create the target physical volume by placing it in the
//"logicWorld" logical volume.
G4VPhysicalVolume* physInner6 =
new G4PVPlacement(0,
//no rotation
G4ThreeVector(),
//at (0,0,0)
LVInnerTube6,
//its logical volume
"Inner6",
//its name
logicEnvelope,
//its mother volume
false,
//no boolean operation
0,
//copy number
true);
//overlaps checking
G4VPhysicalVolume* physOuter6 =
new G4PVPlacement(0,
//no rotation
G4ThreeVector(),
//at (0,0,0)
LVOuterTube6,
//its logical volume
"Outer6",
//its name
logicEnvelope,
//its mother volume
false,
//no boolean operation
0,
//copy number
true);
//overlaps checking
// inner one to outer
one

G4double innerRadius13 = 0.*cm;
G4double outerRadius13 = 6.35*cm;
G4double hz13 = 1.*cm;
G4double startAngle13 = 0.*deg;
G4double spanningAngle13 = 360.*deg;
G4Tubs* PMTTube =
new G4Tubs("PMT",
innerRadius13,
outerRadius13,
hz13,
startAngle13,
spanningAngle13);

//Create the target logical volume by
//assigning the material of the target to be Pb
G4LogicalVolume* PMTlV =
new G4LogicalVolume(PMTTube, air, "PMT");
G4VPhysicalVolume* fAbsorberPV =
new G4PVPlacement(0,

//no rotation
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G4ThreeVector(0, 0, -110),
//at (0,0,0)
PMTlV,
//its logical volume
"PMT",
//its name
logicEnvelope,
//its mother volume
false,
//no boolean operation
0,
//copy number
true);
//overlaps checking

G4OpticalSurface* opInner1Outer1 = new G4OpticalSurface("Inner1Outer1");
opInner1Outer1->SetType(dielectric_dielectric);
opInner1Outer1->SetFinish(polished);
opInner1Outer1->SetModel(unified);
new G4LogicalBorderSurface("Inner1Outer1",
physInner, physOuter, opInner1Outer1);

// outer 1 to inner 2
G4OpticalSurface* opOuter1Inner2 = new G4OpticalSurface("Outer1Inner2");
opOuter1Inner2->SetType(dielectric_dielectric);
opOuter1Inner2->SetFinish(polished);
opOuter1Inner2->SetModel(unified);
new G4LogicalBorderSurface("Outer1Inner2",
physOuter, physInner2, opOuter1Inner2);
// inner 2 to outer 2
G4OpticalSurface* opInner2Outer2 = new G4OpticalSurface("Inner2Outer2");
opInner2Outer2->SetType(dielectric_dielectric);
opInner2Outer2->SetFinish(polished);
opInner2Outer2->SetModel(unified);
new G4LogicalBorderSurface("Inner2Outer2",
physInner2, physOuter2, opInner2Outer2);

// outer 2 to inner 3
G4OpticalSurface* opOuter2Inner3 = new G4OpticalSurface("Outer3Inner2");
opOuter2Inner3->SetType(dielectric_dielectric);
opOuter2Inner3->SetFinish(polished);
opOuter2Inner3->SetModel(unified);
new G4LogicalBorderSurface("Outer2Inner3",
physOuter2, physInner3, opOuter2Inner3);
// inner 3 to outer 3
G4OpticalSurface* opInner3Outer3 = new G4OpticalSurface("Inner3Outer3");
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opInner3Outer3->SetType(dielectric_dielectric);
opInner3Outer3->SetFinish(polished);
opInner3Outer3->SetModel(unified);
new G4LogicalBorderSurface("Inner3Outer3",
physInner3, physOuter3, opInner3Outer3);
// outer 3 to inner 4
G4OpticalSurface* opOuter3Inner4 = new G4OpticalSurface("Outer4Inner3");
opOuter3Inner4->SetType(dielectric_dielectric);
opOuter3Inner4->SetFinish(polished);
opOuter3Inner4->SetModel(unified);
new G4LogicalBorderSurface("Outer3Inner4",
physOuter3, physInner4, opOuter3Inner4);

// inner 4 to outer 4
G4OpticalSurface* opInner4Outer4 = new G4OpticalSurface("Inner4Outer4");
opInner4Outer4->SetType(dielectric_dielectric);
opInner4Outer4->SetFinish(polished);
opInner4Outer4->SetModel(unified);
new G4LogicalBorderSurface("Inner4Outer4",
physInner4, physOuter4, opInner4Outer4);

// outer 4 to inner 5
G4OpticalSurface* opOuter4Inner5 = new G4OpticalSurface("Outer5Inner4");
opOuter4Inner5->SetType(dielectric_dielectric);
opOuter4Inner5->SetFinish(polished);
opOuter4Inner5->SetModel(unified);
new G4LogicalBorderSurface("Outer4Inner5",
physOuter4, physInner5, opOuter4Inner5);

// inner 5 to outer 5
G4OpticalSurface* opInner5Outer5 = new G4OpticalSurface("Inner5Outer5");
opInner5Outer5->SetType(dielectric_dielectric);
opInner5Outer5->SetFinish(polished);
opInner5Outer5->SetModel(unified);
new G4LogicalBorderSurface("Inner5Outer5",
physInner5, physOuter5, opInner5Outer5);
// outer 5 to inner 6
G4OpticalSurface* opOuter5Inner6 = new G4OpticalSurface("Outer5Inner6");
opOuter5Inner6->SetType(dielectric_dielectric);
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opOuter5Inner6->SetFinish(polished);
opOuter5Inner6->SetModel(unified);
new G4LogicalBorderSurface("Outer5Inner6",
physOuter5, physInner6, opOuter5Inner6);
// inner 6 to outer 6
G4OpticalSurface* opInner6Outer6 = new G4OpticalSurface("Inner6Outer6");
opInner6Outer6->SetType(dielectric_dielectric);
opInner6Outer6->SetFinish(polished);
opInner6Outer6->SetModel(unified);
new G4LogicalBorderSurface("Inner6Outer6",
physInner6, physOuter6, opInner6Outer6);

// outer 6 to air
G4OpticalSurface* opOuter6air = new G4OpticalSurface("Outer6air");
opOuter6air->SetType(dielectric_dielectric);
opOuter6air->SetFinish(polished);
opOuter6air->SetModel(unified);
new G4LogicalBorderSurface("Outer6air",
physOuter6, physEnvelope, opOuter6air);

const G4int num = 2;
G4double ephoton[num] = { 2.034*eV, 4.136*eV };
G4double reflectivity1[num] = { .5, .5 };
G4double efficiency1[num] = { 1, 1 };
G4double transmittance1[num] = { 0,0 };
G4double reflectivity2[num] = { .5,.5 };
G4double efficiency2[num] = { 1, 1 };
G4double transmittance2[num] = { 0,0 };
G4MaterialPropertiesTable *myST3 = new G4MaterialPropertiesTable();
myST3->AddProperty("REFLECTIVITY", ephoton, reflectivity1, num);
//myST3->AddProperty("EFFICIENCY", ephoton, efficiency1, num);
//myST3->AddProperty("TRANSMITTANCE", ephoton, transmittance1, num);
G4MaterialPropertiesTable *myST4 = new G4MaterialPropertiesTable();
myST4->AddProperty("REFLECTIVITY", ephoton, reflectivity2, num);
//myST4->AddProperty("EFFICIENCY", ephoton, efficiency2, num);
//myST4->AddProperty("BACKSCATTERCONSTANT", ephoton,
transmittance2, num);
opInner1Outer1->SetMaterialPropertiesTable(myST3);
opOuter1Inner2->SetMaterialPropertiesTable(myST4);
opInner2Outer2->SetMaterialPropertiesTable(myST3);
opOuter2Inner3->SetMaterialPropertiesTable(myST4);
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opInner3Outer3->SetMaterialPropertiesTable(myST3);
opOuter3Inner4->SetMaterialPropertiesTable(myST4);
opInner4Outer4->SetMaterialPropertiesTable(myST3);
opOuter4Inner5->SetMaterialPropertiesTable(myST4);
opInner5Outer5->SetMaterialPropertiesTable(myST3);
opOuter5Inner6->SetMaterialPropertiesTable(myST4);
opInner6Outer6->SetMaterialPropertiesTable(myST3);
opOuter6air->SetMaterialPropertiesTable(myST3);
return physWorld;
}
//....oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo......
void B4DetectorConstruction::ConstructSDandField()
{
// Create global magnetic field messenger.
// Uniform magnetic field is then created automatically if
// the field value is not zero.
G4ThreeVector fieldValue;
fMagFieldMessenger = new G4GlobalMagFieldMessenger(fieldValue);
fMagFieldMessenger->SetVerboseLevel(1);
// Register the field messenger for deleting
G4AutoDelete::Register(fMagFieldMessenger);
}
//....oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo......
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/// \file B4PrimaryGeneratorAction.cc
/// \brief Implementation of the B4PrimaryGeneratorAction class
#include "B4PrimaryGeneratorAction.hh"
#include "G4RunManager.hh"
#include "G4LogicalVolumeStore.hh"
#include "G4LogicalVolume.hh"
#include "G4Box.hh"
#include "G4Event.hh"
#include "G4GeneralParticleSource.hh"
#include "G4ParticleGun.hh"
#include "G4ParticleTable.hh"
#include "G4ParticleDefinition.hh"
#include "G4SystemOfUnits.hh"
#include "Randomize.hh"
//....oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo......
B4PrimaryGeneratorAction::B4PrimaryGeneratorAction()
: G4VUserPrimaryGeneratorAction(),
fParticleGun(0)
{
G4int nofParticles = 1;
fParticleGun = new G4GeneralParticleSource;
G4ParticleDefinition* particleDefinition
= G4ParticleTable::GetParticleTable()->FindParticle("neutron");
fParticleGun->SetParticleDefinition(particleDefinition);
}
//....oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo......
B4PrimaryGeneratorAction::~B4PrimaryGeneratorAction()
{
delete fParticleGun;
}
//....oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo......
void B4PrimaryGeneratorAction::GeneratePrimaries(G4Event* anEvent)
{
fParticleGun->GeneratePrimaryVertex(anEvent);
}
//....oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo......
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/// \file PhysicsList.cc
/// \brief Implementation of the PhysicsList class
//
// $Id: PhysicsList.cc 70268 2013-05-28 14:17:50Z maire $
//....oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo......
#include "G4SystemOfUnits.hh"
#include "G4UnitsTable.hh"
#include "FTFP_BERT_HP.hh"
#include "G4HadronicInteractionRegistry.hh"
#include "G4HadronicProcess.hh"
#include "G4HadronicProcessType.hh"
#include "G4ProcessManager.hh"
#include "G4ProcessVector.hh"
#include "G4Neutron.hh"
#include "G4NeutronHPThermalScattering.hh"
#include "G4NeutronHPThermalScatteringData.hh"
#include <assert.h>

class PhysicsList : public FTFP_BERT_HP {
public:
PhysicsList(G4int verbose = 1) : FTFP_BERT_HP(verbose) {};
virtual ~PhysicsList() { ; }
virtual void ConstructProcess();
};
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/// \file OpNovice/src/OpNovicePhysicsListMessenger.cc
/// \brief Implementation of the OpNovicePhysicsListMessenger class
//
//
//
//
//....oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo......
//....oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo......
#include "PhysicsListMessenger.hh"
#include "PhysicsList.hh"
#include "G4UIdirectory.hh"
#include "G4UIcmdWithAnInteger.hh"
//....oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo......
PhysicsListMessenger::
PhysicsListMessenger(PhysicsList* pPhys)
: G4UImessenger(),
fPhysicsList(pPhys)
{

}
//....oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo......
PhysicsListMessenger::~PhysicsListMessenger()
{
delete fVerboseCmd;
delete fPhysDir;
delete fOpNoviceDir;
}
//....oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo......
void PhysicsListMessenger::SetNewValue(G4UIcommand* command,
G4String newValue)
{

}
//....oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo......
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#include "StackingAction.hh"
#include "G4Track.hh"
#include "G4ParticleDefinition.hh"
#include "G4ParticleTypes.hh"
StackingAction::StackingAction() { }
StackingAction::~StackingAction() { }
G4ClassificationOfNewTrack StackingAction::ClassifyNewTrack(const G4Track* track)
{
if (track->GetParentID() > 0) {
if (track->GetDefinition() == G4OpticalPhoton::OpticalPhotonDefinition())
return fUrgent;
else
return fWaiting;
} else if (track->GetParentID() == 0)
return fWaiting;
}
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/// \file B4bActionInitialization.cc
/// \brief Implementation of the B4bActionInitialization class
#include "B4bActionInitialization.hh"
#include "B4PrimaryGeneratorAction.hh"
#include "B4bRunAction.hh"
#include "B4bEventAction.hh"
#include "B4bSteppingAction.hh"
#include "StackingAction.hh"
#include "G4MTRunManager.hh"
#include "G4UserEventAction.hh"
//....oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo......
B4bActionInitialization::B4bActionInitialization ()
: G4VUserActionInitialization()
{}
//....oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo......
B4bActionInitialization::~B4bActionInitialization()
{}
//....oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo......
void B4bActionInitialization::BuildForMaster() const
{
SetUserAction(new B4bRunAction);
}
//....oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo......
void B4bActionInitialization::Build() const
{
SetUserAction(new B4PrimaryGeneratorAction);
SetUserAction(new B4bRunAction);
SetUserAction(new StackingAction);
B4bEventAction* eventAction = new B4bEventAction();
SetUserAction(eventAction);
SetUserAction(new B4bSteppingAction(eventAction));
}
//....oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo......
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/// \file B4bEventAction.cc
/// \brief Implementation of the B4bRunAction class
#include "B4bEventAction.hh"
#include "G4Event.hh"
#include "G4EventManager.hh"
#include "G4UnitsTable.hh"
#include "G4SystemOfUnits.hh"
#include "g4root.hh"
//....oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo......
B4bEventAction::B4bEventAction() : G4UserEventAction()
{
ncount = 0;
}
//....oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo......
B4bEventAction::~B4bEventAction()
{
}
//....oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo......
void B4bEventAction::BeginOfEventAction(const G4Event* run)
{
photonsinstance = 0;
xVal = 0;
yVal = 0;
zVal = 0;
}
//....oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo......
void B4bEventAction::EndOfEventAction(const G4Event* /*aEvent*/)
{
G4AnalysisManager* ana = G4AnalysisManager::Instance();
if (photonsinstance!=0) {
ana->FillH1(1, photonsinstance);
ana->FillNtupleDColumn(0, xVal);
ana->FillNtupleDColumn(1, yVal);
ana->FillNtupleDColumn(2, zVal);
ana->FillNtupleDColumn(3, photonsinstance);
ana->AddNtupleRow();
}
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}
void B4bEventAction::IncrementPhoton() {
photonsinstance = photonsinstance + 1;
}
void B4bEventAction::UpdatePos(const G4Step* step) {
ncount = ncount + 1;
G4ThreeVector test = step->GetTrack()->GetPosition();
xVal = test.getX();
yVal = test.getY();
zVal = test.getZ();

}
//....oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo......
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/// \file B4bRunAction.cc
/// \brief Implementation of the B4bRunAction class
#include "B4bRunAction.hh"
#include "G4Run.hh"
#include "G4RunManager.hh"
#include "G4UnitsTable.hh"
#include "G4SystemOfUnits.hh"
#include "g4root.hh"
//....oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo......
B4bRunAction::B4bRunAction() : G4UserRunAction()
{
auto analysisManager = G4AnalysisManager::Instance();
analysisManager->CreateH1("Photons","Wavelength", 100, 0., 5*eV);
analysisManager->CreateH1("hist", "hist", 1000, 0, 10000);
analysisManager->CreateNtuple("Position", "Position and capture");
analysisManager->CreateNtupleDColumn("XVal");
analysisManager->CreateNtupleDColumn("YVal");
analysisManager->CreateNtupleDColumn("ZVal");
analysisManager->CreateNtupleDColumn("Photons");
analysisManager->FinishNtuple();
}
//....oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo......
B4bRunAction::~B4bRunAction()
{
delete G4AnalysisManager::Instance();
}
//....oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo......
void B4bRunAction::BeginOfRunAction(const G4Run* run)
{
auto analysisManager = G4AnalysisManager::Instance();
G4String fileName = "B4";
analysisManager->OpenFile(fileName);
}
//....oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo......
void B4bRunAction::EndOfRunAction(const G4Run* /*aRun*/)
{
// print histogram statistics
//
auto analysisManager = G4AnalysisManager::Instance();
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analysisManager->Write();
analysisManager->CloseFile();
}
//....oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo......
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/// \file B4bSteppingAction.cc
/// \brief Implementation of the B4bSteppingAction class
#include "B4bSteppingAction.hh"
#include "B4bEventAction.hh"
#include "G4Step.hh"
#include "G4RunManager.hh"
#include "g4root.hh"
#include "globals.hh"
//....oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo......
B4bSteppingAction::B4bSteppingAction(B4bEventAction*evt)
: G4UserSteppingAction()
{
event = evt;
}
//....oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo......
B4bSteppingAction::~B4bSteppingAction()
{
}
//....oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo......
void B4bSteppingAction::UserSteppingAction(const G4Step* step)
{
// Collect energy and track length step by step
// get volume of the current step
G4String volume = step->GetTrack()->GetTouchableHandle()->GetVolume()>GetName();

// kinetic energy
G4double ke = step->GetTrack()->GetKineticEnergy();
G4double Xtestpre = step->GetTrack()->GetPosition().getX();
G4double Ytestpre = step->GetTrack()->GetPosition().getY();
G4double Ztestpre = step->GetTrack()->GetPosition().getZ();
if (step->GetTrack()->GetParticleDefinition()->GetParticleName() == "alpha" &&
Xtestpre!=Xtestpost){
Xtestpost = step->GetTrack()->GetPosition().getX();
Ytestpost = step->GetTrack()->GetPosition().getY();
Ztestpost = step->GetTrack()->GetPosition().getZ();
event->UpdatePos(step);
}
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if ( volume == "PMT" && step->GetTrack()->GetParticleDefinition()->GetParticleType() ==
"opticalphoton") {
G4AnalysisManager* ana = G4AnalysisManager::Instance();
ana->FillH1(0, ke);
step->GetTrack()->SetTrackStatus(fStopAndKill);
event->IncrementPhoton();
}
}
//....oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo........oooOO0OOooo......

